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Hypothesis 

Understanding and predicting short-term sea-ice movement is more a problem 

of obtaining high-quality surface wind estimates and less of a problem of 

determining sea-ice stresses 

Objectives 

1) deduce importance of near-surface atmospheric wind vectors and stress for 

ice motion through empirical relationships derived from direct observations 

2) document loss of ice-motion predictive ability by estimating atmospheric 

wind forcing from variety of sources (observed winds at different heights,  

geostrophic winds, state-of-art mesoscale model, atmospheric reanalyses) 

Method 

Utilize observational data, simulations, and  

reanalyses for the Surface Heat Budget of the  

Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) 1997-1998 field campaign 

Conclusions  

SHEBA Measurements: 

hourly wind vector, wind 

stress, and location (GPS); 

2- 4X daily rawinsode 

measurements 

SHEBA drift track 

Introduction 

Definitions and Background 
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Sea-ice motion related to atmospheric stress and near-surface wind 

Calculation of rate of change of horizontal ice velocity (Hunke and Lipscomb (2010): 

 m ∂ui/∂t = +  a  + o  - [k X (m f ui)] –  m g H0  

                               IA          SF         AF   OF          CF                 SF 

ui - horizontal ice velocity vector (IA  - ice acceleration) 

m - combined mass of ice and snow per unit area;  

 - internal stress tensor (representing the strength of the ice) (SF-stress forcing );  

a  – atmospheric (wind) stress vector (AF- atmospheric forcing) 

o  – ocean stress vector (OF- ocean forcing) 

[k X (m f u)] - stresses on ice due to Coriolis force (CF- Coriolis forcing) 

m g H0  - stresses on ice due to slope of the ocean surface (SF- slope forcing)  

Atmospheric wind stress at point measurement site: 

a = -  ‹u’ w’› ≈  CDr U
2 

u’, w’ – atmospheric horizontal and vertical wind perturbations 

‹  › - temporal averaging 

 – air density 

CDr – atmospheric drag coefficient (dependent on stability) 

U – atmospheric near-surface wind speed 

 

Spring over the Beaufort Sea pack ice 

Ridges ~ 2 - 5 m high 

Sea Ice ~ 2 - 4 m thick 

~8 km 

August sea ice from 8000 m near North Pole 
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We expect AF may have different relative role during winter (cohesive pack ice) 

than late summer (independent floes) – only summer relationships are 

examined in this study 

Summer Movements & Correlations (Jul 1 – Sep 30) 

Summer Floe-Track Predictions 

Impact of Using  Observed Winds Aloft 

Impact of Using ERA-40 Reanalysis 
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direction corr. peak 0.89 at shift of 0 hours

speed corr. peak 0.83 at shift of 0 hours

stress corr. peak 0.84 at shift of -1 hours
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1) Observed surface and inversion-top winds, and reanalysis winds show visible correlation with floe movement 

2) Correlation  magnitudes are R2 = 0.89 for wind/floe direction and R2= 0.83 for wind/floe speed 

3) Direction correlation is modeled with a constant offset; speed correlation is modeled with a binomial equation 

4)  Phase-shifting the correlation does not lead to improvement 

5)  Floe speed correlation with observed atmospheric stress only marginal improvement over using wind speed  
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Summer Movements & Correlations (Jul 19- Aug 3) 

12-h inertial cycle 

Storm (floe movement more rapid  

afterwards for given wind speed) 

1) Two-week period allows comparison of winds from observations, state-of-art mesoscale model (Weather and 

Research Forecasting Model), ERA-40 reanalysis, and floe movement 

2) Surprisingly good agreement between different wind sources and between wind sources and floe movement 

3) Storm event on YD574-575 freed SHEBA floe from rest of ice pack – inertial movements of floe strengthened 

4) Inertial movements can’t be modeled with only near-surface winds. 

1) Correlations between floe movement and 

winds aloft are also high, though lower in 

magnitude compared to near-surface winds 

2) The directional offset between winds and 

floe movement is lower for winds at higher 

altitudes – frictional turning is less for winds 

aloft 

3) Binomial model still appropriate for wind-

floe speed model using winds aloft 

1) Reanalysis near-surface direction correlation slightly higher than for observed near-surface winds, though 

number of samples is substantially less 

2) Direction offset slightly smaller than for observed wind model 

3) Correlation  magnitude lower for reanalysis wind  speed correlation with floe speed 

Floe-track predictions attempted using empirical model from near-surface wind correlations: 

FloeDir = Wind Direction + 40° 

FloeSpeed = 0.012 WS2 + 0.41 WS + 0.2 km/6h 

Model applied to near-surface winds from a) observations, b) WRF simulation, c) ERA-40 reanalysis 

starting on  

1) YD565 (July 19) for 2 weeks and 

2) YD547 (July 1) for 3 months 

RESULTS 

1) Observed winds produce floe tracks that are closest to the observed track, though deviate significantly 

from it – indicates limitations to using these simple empirical models 

2) WRF winds produce a track very similar to that produced by observed winds, though the floe moves faster 

3) ERA-40 winds produce a floe track that is too far to the right of other tracks and is initially faster than either 

the observed track or the track produced by observed winds 

1) Near-surface winds have a sufficiently high correlation with local ice-floe 

movement to have a predictive value 

2) However, this empirical model has limitations and will not produce the right 

track even when supplied with observed near-surface winds.  These 

limitations likely arise from other terms in the ice motion equation, such as 

variations in stress forcing or in effects of the Coriolis force (e.g., inertial 

effects) 

3) Observed winds from higher in the atmosphere have worse correlations 

with the floe movement 

4) Near-surface winds predicted by a mesoscale model or reanalysis data 

were only slightly worse in their ability to predict the floe movement than the 

observed winds 

5) No substantial correlation improvement was evident from the surface 

stress compared to the observed near-surface winds 

      July 19 - Aug. 3 Predicted Tracks                                        July 1 – Sep. 30 Predicted Tracks 



 

Daily average energy budget terms show cooling 
by LW & turbulent fluxes after YD234 able to offset 
SW warming so Fatm near zero.  Corresponds to 
freeze-up period. 
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